Preliminaries
Let M be a topological space and C be a sheaf of algebras of real continuous functions on M with D C , where C is the weakest topology in which all functions from C are continuous. The triple .M; ; C/ is called a structured space [1] .
Letˆdenote a function on M such that for any point p 2 M , the imageˆ.p/ is an n-dimensional vector space over R.
A mapping W U !`p 2Uˆ. p/ is called a localˆ-field on U 2 if .p/ 2ˆ.p/ for p 2 U . Let W be a sheaf of localˆ-fields such that:
1. W is a locally free C-module of rank n 2 N; 2. For every local basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n / of W on U 2 the sequence e 1 .p/; : : : ; e n .p/ is a vector basis ofˆ.p/ for any p 2 U .
In the sequel, any C-module W satisfying the conditions 1-2 is said to be a locally free sheaf ofˆ-fields over the structured space .M; ; C/. Let X be the sheaf of morphisms X W C ! C such that for any U 2 X.U / W C.U / ! C.U / is a derivation of an R-algebra C.U /. The sheaf X will be called the sheaf of derivations. By A k .X ; C/I k 1 we will denote the sheaf of morphisms ! W X k ! C such that !.U / W X k .U / ! C.U / is C.U /-k-linear for every U 2 . For k D 0 we set A 0 .X ; C/ WD C.
The C-module A k .X ; C/ will be called the sheaf of differential k-forms on .M; ; C/ and an element ! 2 A k .X ; C/ we will call a differential k-form (or shortly a k-form) on .M; ; C/.
In the sheaf A k .X ; C/ we define the exterior derivative d as a morphism d W A k .X ; C/ ! A kC1 .X ; C/, k 0, in the following way [3] :
1. If k D 0 and˛2 A 0 .X .U /; C.U // WD C.U /, then .d˛/.X / WD X.˛/ for any X 2 X .U /, U 2 . Let us put
H is a graded algebra if we accept the following definition:
for any ! 1 ; ! 2 2 A .X ; C/ WD P k 0 A k .X ; C/.
Let W be a locally free sheaf of localˆ-fields. By A k .X ; W/I k 1 we will denote the sheaf of morphisms
The C-module A k .X ; W/ will be called W-valued sheaf of differential k-forms on .M; ; C/ and an element ! 2 A k .X ; W/ will be called a differential W-valued k-form on .M; ; C/. 
Connection as a morphism of sheaves
for any 1 ; 2 2 W.U /; ; 2 R, U 2 .
D satisfies the Leibniz rule
Let e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n / be a local C.U /-basis of the C.U /-module W.U /, U 2 . Decomposing the 1-forms De i 2 A 1 .X .U /; W.U // for i D 1; : : : ; n with respect to e we get:
.D; e/e j ; i; j D 1; : : : ; n;
where Â 
we obtain the matrix called the matrix of curvature 2-forms of the linear connection D with respect to the local C.U /-basis e. When the connection D in the sheaf W is fixed then the matrices Â.D; e/ and ‚.D; e/ will be denoted simply by Â.e/ and ‚.e/, respectively. Let GL.n; C/ be the general linear group sheaf of non-singular matrices with elements in the sheaf C (compare with [4, 5] ). Then for g 2 GL.n; C.U // and the local C.U /-basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n /, U 2 , we define a new local C.U /-basis by the formula eg D .g One can verify the following transformation laws:
Let L.W; W/ be the sheaf of endomorphisms of the C-module W. By A k .X ; L.W; W//I k 1 we will denote the 
for all X 1 ; : : : ; X k 2 X .U / and i; j D 1; : : : ; n. For the k-form ! we have the transformation law
where g 2 GL.n; C.U //.
regarded as a morphism of sheaves
such that its matrix with respect to a local C.U /-basis e is defined by
The exterior product of a k-form 2 A k .X ; L.W; W// and an l-form
kCl .X ; L.W; W// such that its matrix with respect to a local C.U /-basis e is of the form
The Lie bracket is given by the formula
One can prove the following identities
If A l D . 
It is easy to check that this definition is independent of the choice of a local basis. For any V 2 ; V U we have the equality
There exists exactly one . Then for any P 2 I k .M n .R// we have the identities [6] (i) 
where ! 0 ; ! 1 ; : : : ; ! n 2 A .X ; M/, t 2 R, n 2 N. Of course A .X ; M/OEt is a vector space over R. Let us define
If ! 2 A .X ; L.W; W// and D is linear connection in the sheaf W then we define
where
If ! 2 A .X ; C/, we additionally define
It is easy to see that
for any ! 2 A .X ; C/ and a; b 2 R. These simple algebraic operations are useful for the proof of the following fundamental theorem, which is a generalization of the Weil theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let W be a locally free sheaf ofˆ-fields on M of rank n and let D be a linear connection in W.
Proof. what vanishes by equation (9) and thus P .‚/ is a closed 2k-form.
It is easy to see that Á 2 A 1 .X ; L.W; W//. Next, consider the one-parameter family of
It is easy to see that 
Hence
It follows from (7) and (8) that
Of course, OEÁ^Á; Á D .Á^Á/^Á Á^.Á^Á/ D 0. Hence we have
for t 2 R. Now, we shall show the identity
where Q. ; / D kP . ; ; : : : ; / for any ; 2 A .X ; L.W; W//. From (13) we obtain
From Lemma 3.1 and the symmetry of the k-form P we obtain Hence and on the strength of (15) we obtain (13). By integrating identity (13) we have
dQ.Á; ‚ t /; t 2 R:
The mapping w W I .M n .R// ! H given by P 7 ! OEP .‚/ is a well-defined homomorphism of graded algebras, where ‚ is the curvature of a linear connection in W. The mapping w is called the Weil homomorphism.
G -consistency
We will consider now classical subgroups G of Lie groups GL.n; R/ and GL.n; C/ such as: O.n/-subgroup of orthogonal matrices, SO.n/-subgroup of special orthogonal matrices, U.n/-subgroup of unitary matrices with their proper Lie algebras g: o.n/ for O.n/ and SO.n/, u.n/ for U.n/.
Let .E j i /; i; j D 1; : : : ; n be the standard basis of the linear space M n .R/. Let G.nI C/ be a sheaf of one of a main classical group (as above) of matrices with entries in the sheaf C
; g i j 2 C.U / for i; j D 1; : : : ; ng:
Let g.nI C/ be the sheaf of its matrix algebra
By the symbol G.A k / we denote a sheaf of one of a main classical group of matrices with entries in A k WD A k .X ; C/:
and by the symbol g.A k / we denote a set of its matrix algebra
where i; j D 1; : : : ; n. It is easy to see the consistency condition
There exists exactly one k-form Á such that Á jU D Á U for U 2 U. The following lemma corresponding to lemma 3.1 in the case of G-consistent forms is true. One can check that in the case of G-consistent forms the following generalization of the Weil theorem is also true.
Theorem 4.6. Let W be a locally free sheaf ofˆ-fields on M of rank n, n 2 N and let D let be G-consistent linear connection in W. Suppose that P 2 I k .M n .R//. Then (a) the 2k-form P .‚/ is closed, i.e. dP .‚/ D 0; (b) the cohomology class OEP .‚/ 2 H 2k is independent of the connection D.
Characteristic classes
Similarly to the theory of characteristic classes on differential spaces [7] we can consider characteristic classes in a more general case. Let .M; ; C/ be a structured space. Let W be a locally free sheaf of rank n 2 N of local sectionsˆ, whereˆ.p/ is an n-dimensional vector space over R or C, p 2 M . Let GL.n; C/ be the general linear group sheaf of degree n 2 N of non-singular matrices with entries in C, M.n; C/ be the full matrix algebra sheaf of all matrices of degree n 2 N with entries in C.
Pontrjagin class
Let W be locally free sheaf ofˆ-fields on the structured space .M; ; C/, of rank n D 2m, m 2 N, whereˆ.p/ is an n-dimensional vector space over R, p 2 M .
Let the sheaf W be equipped with a metric tensor g W W W ! C, i.e. a C-bilinear morphism such that 1. g. 
The metric tensor g allows to introduce a local orthonormal basis in the sheaf W. In this orthonormal basis the sheaf GL.n; C/ can be reduced to the subsheaf O.n; C/ of the orthogonal group of matrices with entries in C.
.e// be the matrix of curvature 2-forms of the connection D in the local basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n /. Proof. Let e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n / be a local orthonormal basis ofˆ-fields of the sheaf W. We have ‚.e/ D dÂ.e/ C Â.e/^Â.e/. We see that if
.e/ for i; j D 1; : : : ; n, then also dÂ.e/ is a skew-symmetric matrix. It is enough to show the skew-symmetry of the matrix Â.e/^Â.e/. We have:
for any i; j; k D 1; : : : ; n. From the above we obtain that the matrix ‚.e/ D dÂ.e/ C Â.e/^Â.e/ is skew-symmetric as a sum of two skew-symmetric matrices in the orthonormal basis.
If A is skew-symmetric matrix, A 2 o.2m/, it can be block diagonalized by an element S 2 O.2m/ [9] A 
The above procedure can be applied for the matrix ‚.e/ of curvature 2-forms of the connection D, which is skewsymmetric in the orthonormal basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n /, ‚.e/ 2 o. We define the total Pontrjagin class p.W/ of the locally free sheaf W of rank n D 2m as a class represented by the
: :
where U is a domain of the local vector basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n /, n D 2m and p is O.n; C.U //-invariant polynomial.
Since the 4k-form p k .‚/ is closed, it defines the k-th Pontrjagin class
The characteristic forms which generate Pontrjagin classes are given by the formulas
Chern class
Let W be a locally free sheaf of rank n 2 N of local sectionsˆ, whereˆ.p/ is an n-dimensional vector space over 
The Hermitian metric allows to introduce a local orthonormal basis in the sheaf W. In this orthonormal basis the sheaf GL.n; C/ can be reduced to the subsheaf U.n; C/ of the unitary group of matrices with entries in C.
.e// be the matrix of curvature 2-forms of the connection D in the local basis e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n /.
Analogously as in the real case, there the following lemma holds. Proof. Let e D .e 1 ; : : : ; e n / be a local orthonormal basis ofˆ-fields of the sheaf W. We have ‚.e/ D dÂ.e/ C Â.e/^Â.e/. We see that if N Â .e/ for i; j D 1; : : : ; n, then also dÂ.e/ is a skew-Hermitian matrix. It is enough to show that the matrix Â.e/^Â.e/ is skew-Hermitian. We have The Chern class c.‚.e// is determined by the polynomial function which is U.n; C.U //-invariant and is given by the formula
where Q ‚.e/ is the diagonal matrix of curvature 2-forms of the U.n; C.U //-consistent linear connection D. The total Chern class c.W/ of the sheaf W is represented by the 2n-form c.‚/, c.W/ D OEc.‚/; and
According to the above notation the total Chern class of the sheaf W can be expressed as follows [10] c.
If the 2k-form c k .‚/ is closed, it defines the k-th Chern class
The characteristic forms which generate Chern classes are given by the formulas
Proposition 5.5. Let W be a locally free sheaf of localˆ-fields and let D W W ! A 1 .X ; W/ be a U.n; C.U //-consistent connection in this sheaf. Then the following properties of the Chern classes are true 1. Naturality
where f W M 0 ! M is a mapping between two structured spaces .M; M ; C M / and .M 0 ; M 0 ; C M 0 /; 2. Whitney sum
where W 1˚W2 D fs 1 C s 2 W s 1 2 W 1 ; s 2 2 W 2 g is the direct sum of sheaves W 1 and W 2 , of ranks n and m, respectively, n; m 2 N.
Euler class
Let .TM; T C/ be the structured space tangent to .M; C/. Let W be a locally free sheaf of rank n D 2m; m 2 N of localˆ-fields on the space TM , which is oriented and equipped with a Riemannian metric. The orientation allows to reduce the sheaf GL.n; C/ to the subsheaf GL C .n; C/ of general linear group of matrices with positive determinants. Riemannian metric allows to reduce the sheaf GL C .n; C/ to the subsheaf SO.n; C/ of special linear group. Let D W W ! A 1 .X I W/ be a SO.n; C/-consistent linear connection in W. The proper algebra sheaf of the sheaf G D SO.n; C/ is g D o.n; C/. The total Euler class e.W/ of the sheaf W of local sections of rank n D 2m on the space TM we define as a class, which is represented by the form e.‚/ e.‚/ jU D e.‚.e// D Pf where the matrix ‚.e/ of curvature 2-forms can be block diagonalized to the matrix N ‚.e/ D . N ‚ j .e//, j D 1; : : : ; m. From the equalities between the proper characteristic forms in an arbitrary basis e of the sheaf W we obtain the equalities between that forms. As a consequence, the following equalities between characteristic classes are true From the Weil theorem we know that characteristic classes are independent of the choice of connection. Thanks to this we obtain the equalities between different characteristic classes. Taking connections consistent with different sheaves of the classical subgroups, we obtain the proper characteristic classes. That classes are independent of the choice of connection, but they are determined by the polynomials invariant of the proper subsheaf of GL.n; C/.
In the following table we present characteristic classes, the proper sheaves of the main classical groups and sheaves of their algebras. U.n; C/ u.n; C/
Pontrjagin class
O.n; C/ o.n; C/ Euler class SO.n; C/ o.n; C/
